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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, interest has been revived in a comparison of the antipersonnel effectiveness of an zertillery shell equipped with a mechanical time (MT) fuzed improved conventional munition (I04) versus one which uses a proposed proximity (VT) fuze. For such a comparison one must recognize that in reality an enemy target will react to the audible detection of an incoming projectile by seeking protective cover in order to reduce his exposure and therefore enhance his chance of survival. Thus, in addressing the effectiveness of volley fire in this situation one must examine for each candidate fuze, subsequent to warning, both the distribution of arrival time of submunitions in the target area and the target personnel reaction t.-e distribution in order to be able to realistically assess the ability of the target personnel to achieve adequate cover before a significant number of submunitions have functioned.
This report considers a theoretical investigation of the first of these distributions, the arrival time of submunitions in the target area. The approach which is used accounts for three primary sources of variability, variation in time to payload ejection (due to the fact that volley rounds will not function simultaneously), variation in burst height (due to the fact that these rounds may function at different altitudes), and finally variation in submunition time to fall (due to the fact that given ejection, all submunitions from a given round will also not function simultaneously). The assumptions required concerning the specific functional form for the probability distributions are based un actual test data. Similarly, the uniform assumption for the distribution of submurition time to fall over the interval from first to last submunition arrival from a given round does not appear to be inconsistent irith existing IFring record data.* Details conce-ning the rationale used in choosing specific parameter values can be founa in Section 4. Section 2 contains a brief account of the general methodology which includes a description of the basic underlying assumptions. This is then followed, in Section 3, by a detailed description of the mathematics involved in the derivation along with the final general mathematical expression for the distribution in question. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to a specific application which compares the submunition arrival time distributions for several munition configurations of current interest. 
General Theory.
Based on the previous assumptions the time to fall distribution can be obtained by using the following relationship:
where R(tf) is the range of integration. Basically this is the are independent their joint p.d.f. is given by g 6 (te, tf) = g 3 (te)'g 4 (tf). Its corresponding cumulative probability function,
depicts the percent of submunitions which have burst within t seconds after initial warning.
The (ollowing section provides the details involved in combining the basic assumptions of Section 2.1 with the general theory in order to obtain specific expressions for those distributions of interest.
THEORETICAL DETAILS

The Distribution of Submunition Time to Fall.
The probability density function of submunition time to fall is given by the expression
R~f of integration, R(tf), is functionally depeident on tf and can be described explicitly by examining the composition of the two dimensional space over which the product, g 2 (tf/h).g 1 (h), takes on nc,-zeo values.
This space consists of all two dimensional points (tf, h) such that both a < h < b and a +0 1 h < tf < (a +a 2 )+(6 +62)h. Two distinct cases must be considered in describing R(tf). These are:
The geometry pertaining to these two cases is pictured in Figure 3.1 Geometry 3.1.1 Case A. For those conditions when (al+a 2 )-(B+3,)a < a 1 +8 1 b, g4 (tf) is given by one of the following expressions depending on the range of tf.
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Now for the constant spread case (i.e., B2 0), g 2 (tf/h) = L for all points (tfh) critical to the evaluation of the integrals defined in equation (1).
B.
y Let G (y) = fgl(h) dh, a < y < b denote the cumulative probability function a of height of burst. Equation (2) can then be expressed as: 
For the constant spread case (i.e., a 2 =0) equation (4) reduces to 
where the range of integration, R(t), is functionally dependent on t and can be de-scribed explicitly for a given value of t. In order to describe R(t) it is helpful to examine the two-dimensional region over which the joint probability of (T, T ), g.'te).g4(t-te), takes on non-zero values.
Noting that, for the constant spread case (i.e., L2=0), g 3 (te) > 0 for 0 < t eow g 4 (tf) > 0 for al+la < tf < (o 1 2)+6 1 b, and T = Tf+T e l it follows that the region in question consists of all points, (t, te), such that simultaneously 0 < t e < ---< a < (
This region is depicted in Figure 3 .2 and consists of all points in the shaded region. Using this figure it can be seen that the range of integration for t=t is given by: R(t o ) {t : 0 <t < t --la).
Similarly, for t = t 1 , the range of integration is R(t = taa 2 ib < te <tI-±L-1 a}. Before the integration involved in equation (6) can be performed the region specified in Figure 3 .2 must be further partitioned into subregions corresponding to the various definitions of g 4 (tf). As in Section 3.1 both Case A and Case B must be considered.
These subregions are shown in Figure 3 .3. For Case A -Region 1, aa a+t < t < a +a 2 +B a+t and thus a +5 a < t-t a +a + a. l1a1 e e 121 Now using the fact that tf = t-t and the definition of g 4 (tf) contained C* 00 * 4s
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For the sake of clarity this integration will be performed in stages, each stage representing the integration over a specific range of t.
In all cases Figure 3 .4 anc Table 3.2 will be useful gui,'es. For a < t < a 2 1 a,
g 3 (te)g 4 (t-te) dt e "
0
Now for the specific distributional assumption made in Section 2.1 this expression reduces to: The following is a description of a specific application of the theory described in Sections 2 and 3. Note that where possible existing data were used to construct the underlying distributions. As further data become available ihe results can easily be updated to reflect this additional information. In any case, this description should provide the reader with a comparison of the distribution of submunition arrival times for several specific munition configurations of current interest, a clearer understanding of how the methodology might be applied, and some indication of the sensitivity of the resulzs to .'ariations in the basic parameter values.
The application considers a battery volley of artillery fire using Improved Conventional Munitions. A comparison is made of the per cent of submunition bursts as a function of time after initial warning for several specific munition configurations. As specified in Section 2 initial warning occurs (i.e., time is initialized) at the time of ejection of the submunitions from that round of the volley which is first to function.* Three munition configurations were considered for the 155mm, M449A1 ICM with specific characteristics as listed in Table 4 .1, *Note that no correction has been made for the time required for the sound of the initial burst to reach the ground. If the uncertainty associated with actua3 warning is thought to be significant the warning time axis should be adjusted appropriately. The distributional assumptions required by the theory of Sections 2 and 3 will now be discussed for each of these cases. In practice burst heights are limited in that they will neither occur below the surface (i.e., h > 0) nor above some limit, say L, determined by the ballistic altitude capabilities of the gun/shell system (i.e., h < L). Thus the normal p.d.f., with infinite range, is not a precise representation of the true burst height distribution. In all cases considered, however, the normal approximation is adequate since points a a and b (a < b; a > 0, b < L) do exist such that fgl(h) dh and r gl(h) dh are both approximately equal to zero.
The form of the distribution (i.e., the values of u and o) will generally depend on the various components of the delivery error (precision, MPI, fuze), the fuze type, and the angle of fall of the projectile. Specific values for the three munition configurations considered here were taken from a recent report by the USAM1JCOM ORG* and are listced in Table 4 .2. Details concerning the rationale supporting these values can be found in the referenced document. The rationale for the selection of these values of 0, a,, and P1 is cortnined I *FR #5296, FR #5419, Yuma Proving Ground. In the subsequent analysis, comparing several munition configurations of current interest, in Section 4 it is shown that variability in time to round function and variation in time to submunition fall do significantly affect the distribution of submunition burst time. Further even when employing the VT fuze there will in most cases be considerable time for personnel to react before many of the submunitions from the volley detonate.
To realistically assess the degree of surprise which can be achieved with alternative munition configurations results such as those provided should be coupled with information pertaining to the ability of target personnel to react to audible warning in seeking protective cover. However, the magnitude of the warning times alone make one seriously question whether any significant degree of surprise can be achieved by using any of the munition configurations considered in this report. This opinion is reinforced by the small quantity of test data available in HEL Technical Notes 7-68 and 1-71 where troop posture sequences were tested for dismounted farmored) infantrymen and for art!i1ezy crews respectively. These reports both indicated that with 4-6 seconds of time to react target personnel would be able to significantly decrease their total exposed presented area. As further data become available on target personnel posture distributions an additional analysis may be required to completely summarize the ICM effectiveness envelope for area personnel targets.
